1. CBS News: Air quality had gotten better in parts of the U.S. — but wildfire smoke is reversing those improvements
2. Yahoo News: Wildfire smoke threatens to undo improvements on air pollution, study finds
3. The Hill: Wildfires have offset 20 years of air quality gains in US West: study
5. MSN News: Wildfires have offset 20 years of air quality gains in US West: study
6. Phys.org: Research shows that wildfires have erased two decades' worth of air quality gains in western United States
7. EurekAlert! (AAAS): Wildfires have erased two decades’ worth of air quality gains in western United States
8. Axios.com: Study: Western U.S. wildfires undo 2 decades of air quality progress
9. HealthDay: Wildfires Are Undoing Gains Made Against Air Pollution
10. Ground News: Wildfires have offset 20 years of air quality gains in US West: study
11. University of Maryland: Western Wildfires Reversed Decades of Gains From Air Pollution-Fighting Measures
12. University of Iowa: Wildfires have erased two decades’ worth of air quality gains in western US
13. The Tucson Sentinel: 2 decades of air quality gains in western U.S. wiped out by wildfires
14. Press-news.org: Wildfires have erased two decades' worth of air quality gains in western United States
15. Earth.com: Twenty years of air quality improvement erased by wildfires
16. KJZZ: Study: Wildfires likely overwhelming air quality gains in West
17. Airqualitynews: Wildfires wipe out 20 years of air quality improvements in western USA
18. Mirage News: Wildfires Undo 20 Years of Air Quality Progress in West US
19. United Press International: Wildfires choke out air-quality gains, lead to hundreds of additional deaths
20. Missoula Current: TWO DECADES OF AIR QUALITY GAINS IN THE WESTERN US WIPED OUT BY WILDFIRES
21. Salon: Wildfire smoke threatens to undo improvements on air pollution, study finds
22. Western Priorities: Western megafires erase 2 decades of air quality progress
23. BNN Breaking: Wildfires: An Emerging Threat to Air Quality Improvements in the U.S.
24. Courthouse News: Two decades of air quality gains in the western US wiped out by wildfires
25. CityLife: Study Reveals Wildfires in Western US and Canada Worsen Air Quality and Cause Premature Deaths
26. EcoWatch: Wildfires Have Erased Two Decades’ Worth of Air Quality Gains in U.S., Study Finds
27. Slashdot: Western US Wildfires Undo Two Decades of Air Quality Progress
28. LadyClever: Wildfires Are Undoing Gains Made Against Air Pollution
29. ScienceDaily: Wildfires have erased two decades' worth of air quality gains in western United States
30. Grist.org: Wildfire smoke is reversing years of US air quality progress
MedicalXpress: Western wildfires reversed decades of gains from air pollution-fighting measures
WN.com: Western US Wildfires Undo Two Decades of Air Quality Progress
Scienmag: Wildfires have erased two decades' worth of air quality gains in western United States
OU Health: Wildfires Are Undoing Gains Made Against Air Pollution
Verve Times: Western United States' Air Quality Gains Of Two Decades Erased By Wildfires
Medriva: The Rising Number of Wildfires in the U.S. Is Worsening Air Quality and Affecting Human Health: New Study Reveals
Life Technology: Western wildfires reversed decades of gains from air pollution-fighting measures
BjC Healthcare: Wildfires Are Undoing Gains Made Against Air Pollution
Victoria Advocate: US Wildfires Undo Air Quality Progress Of Last 20 Years
Environmental News Network: Wildfires Have Erased Two Decades' Worth Of Air Quality Gains In Western US
Nation of Change: Wildfires unleash deadly air crisis as Western USA chokes on toxic smoke surge
SciTechDaily: A Step Backward: Wildfires Undo 20 Years of Air Quality Progress in Western U.S.
TS2: Wildfires Erode Air Quality Progress in Western U.S., Elevating Health Risks
The News & Advance: US Wildfires Undo Air Quality Progress Of Last 20 Years
LifeTechnology: Wildfires have offset 20 years of air quality gains in US West: study
Science Friday: Worsening Wildfires Are Undoing Air Quality Progress In The US
Pressenza: Wildfires Have Erased Two Decades’ Worth Of Air Quality Gains In U.S., Study Finds
Quick Telecast: Research Shows That Wildfires Have Erased Two Decades' Worth Of Air Quality Gains In Western United States
Inkl: Wildfire smoke erasing air quality gains
One News Page: Wildfires have erased two decades' worth of air quality gains in western United States
MediaFeed: New study finds wildfires have erased 2 decades’ worth of air quality gains
WMAR 2 News: Wildfires in US have reversed 2 decades of progress in air quality
10News: Wildfires in US have reversed 2 decades of progress in air quality
KRTV: Wildfires in US have reversed 2 decades of progress in air quality
KSBY: Wildfires in US have reversed 2 decades of progress in air quality
STLtoday: US Wildfires Undo Air Quality Progress Of Last 20 Years
Greensboro News & Record: US Wildfires Undo Air Quality Progress Of Last 20 Years
Roanoke Times: US Wildfires Undo Air Quality Progress Of Last 20 Years
Elko Daily: US Wildfires Undo Air Quality Progress Of Last 20 Years
Napa Valley Register: US Wildfires Undo Air Quality Progress Of Last 20 Years
Billings Gazette: US Wildfires Undo Air Quality Progress Of Last 20 Years
The Western United States' air quality had been on good footing for 20 years until wildfires caused it to falter.